Creek BANKS (see std. #401)

Reap ALL disturbed

BY PROPERTY OWNER

SERVICE LATERAL

6” CLEAN OUT WITH PERFORATED CAP

RING MUST BE CAST IN PLACE

BOLT DOWN WATER TIGHT COVER

W.H. TOP 2” ABOVE FL.GRADE

10’ 10”

20’ PERM. SANITARY SEWER EASMENT

EXIST. FENCE

DOUBLECAST PROVIDE 1’ LOCKED

CODE LIMITS

NO POOL STRUCTURES DECKS, BRIDGES OR

NOTES:

1. PERMANENT STRUCTURES INSIDE EASEMENT

2. PERMANENT CONCRETE EASEMENTS

3. EASEMENT AND PROPERTY OWNERS MAINTAIN CLEARANCE

4. EASEMENT CLEARANCE, PERMISSION TO ESTATE OWNERS TO ASSURE

5. NO BURY PITS ALLOWED IN EASEMENT.

6. EASEMENT